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HI, This past Monday was our national celebration of Thanksgiving. While we may
feel pressures on our lives from many angles, we most have much to be thankful
for; me for sure. Especially I want to thank all those who read and appreciate the
Planetary Health Weekly, for their perseverance at wanting to continue being
informed about two of the Earth’s great challenges. The health of both the Earth’s
environment and all its most populous animal species are of ultimate concern. I
am also thankful for my country, with so much land, beauty, great people and
responsibility. While we have been enjoying a long holiday weekend full of family
and feast there remains, though, the apprehension that we aren’t doing very well
on the responsibility side of things. How can it be that we are still in the grips of a
pandemic, now fully eight months into it, and how is it that we still continue to
spoil our future through some much environmental damage? I still can’t gure out
what’s wrong with we Canadians, so full of privilege yet so lacking in unity of
direction.
But this week, too, gives me great pleasure to introduce a new feature to the
Planetary Health Weekly. We presented two original articles a few months ago, and
today we are going full steam ahead with a monthly blog feature, with plans to
expand it to weekly. It comes from a long-time global health stalwart I met many
years ago when trying to get ‘international health’ organized on a more national
and collective basis at the university level. Some three decades later this is all
standard now with global health programs in most universities, and great
collective associations. Fortunately Dr. Jay Kravitz, one of those who has continued
all along the way to push forward and upward in global service and education, has
agreed to start today and continue monthly with his thoughts and observations of
global public health and environmental wellness, two of his great passions.
Starting now, the PHW on second Thursday of each month will feature his blog as
the sixth entry. I hope you’ll enjoy it and bene t from it. It may even spur you to
make comments and/or want to do the same. If the latter is the case, please let me
know!!

In addition, in today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#42 of 2020) you’ll nd many other
interesting stories to help keep you up to date (though there’s certainly no
shortage of other good sources, it’s just that we bring you the latest in our
summary weekly format, like today including:
Canada’s top scientist on ghting Covid-19 conspiracies,
Coronavirus Updates including:
The risk of Covid-19 during air travel,
How Covid-19 is accelerating a shift in global power,
More countries are hosting nal trials of Chinese vaccines,
Covid-19 in the sailors of a U.S. aircraft carrier,
Long Covid is turning out to be a big problem,
Scienti c American determines the best U.S. presidential candidate,
How to stay safe as the next few months get ugly,
Anti-vax background noise in the race for a vaccine, and
Lower mortality rates in unionized nursing homes, THEN
Globally more than 800 million children still exposed to hazardous lead,
Exxon’s plan reveals for surging carbon emissions,
Oil coalition undercuts Ottawa’s clean fuel standard,
Saskatchewan spends heavily on abandoned oil and gas cleanup,
UN chief warns humanity must stop waging war on nature,
New blog feature - The Primary Importance of Public Health and the
Serious Risks Associated with Disseminating Misinformation,
All about in uenza vaccine for 2020-2021,
China’s top climate scientists plan road map to 2060 goal,
European parliament adopts a 60% carbon cut by 2030,
Local food mandated for Quebec's public institutions,
ExxonMobil should not exist,
Canada’s 2021 single-use plastic ban includes many common items,
The Métis Nation calls on Canadian government to implement the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,
Trinidad and Tobago Prime Minister declares the pandemic as “an existential
threat of unmatched proportions”,
See (video) inside Congo’s shark trade,
U.S. Army’s guide to holistic health and tness,
What KLM is doing to become more sustainable,
Scotland’s rst subsidy-free wind farm,
New book “Climate Change and the Health of Nations: Famines, Fevers and
the Fate of Populations”,
University of Calgary sees plummeting enrolment for oil and gas sciences,
and

ENDSHOTS of Ontario’s Park to Park Trail amid Coronavirus stats and charts.
I hope you will keep reading.
Best, david
David Zakus, Editor and Publisher
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Fight COVID-19 Conspiracies With
Science Literacy, Canada’s Top Scientist
Says

Credit: Alex Tétreault

U.S. President Donald Trump spent the spring promoting one baseless COVID-19
theory after another, from highlighting unproven anti-malarial drugs to suggesting
unsafe behaviour like injecting disinfectant or irradiating bodies with ultraviolet
light. The proliferation of these kinds of miracle cures or conspiracy theories about
the novel coronavirus is presenting a health hazard to Canadians, Canada’s chief
science adviser, Dr. Mona Nemer, is warning — and the media, scientists and the
public all have a role to play in pushing back against such disinformation. “What I
see out of all this is a more urgent need to increase science literacy among the
public, and then the public will (understand) what’s happening and provide the
proper pressure on politicians for the proper use of scienti c knowledge and
evidence-based decision-making,” said Mona Nemer. Nemer's o ce, which is in
the federal industry department, is tasked in part with providing scienti c advice
to Trudeau and cabinet, and advising on processes to ensure science is taken into
account in decision-making. “The important gave way to the urgent,” Dr. Nemer
said, describing how her work has changed. Read More at National Observer
See Also: Fox News Viewers More Likely To Doubt Human Role In Climate Crisis

SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES

Globally, in the last week, so little change to
the horri c numbers: the total number of new
COVID-19 related cases surged to over 2.4
million, along with 36,500 new deaths. (See
more stats and charts in ENDSHOTS at the end
of this newsletter.)
"It is the plague in seemingly all sincerity." Bob Woodward

Risk of COVID-19 During Air Travel

Credit: Rui Pombal

The risk of contracting coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) during air travel is
lower than from an o ce building, classroom, supermarket or commuter
train. Despite substantial numbers of travellers, the number of suspected and
con rmed cases of in- ight COVID-19 transmission between passengers around
the world appears small (approximately 42 in total). In comparison, a study of
COVID-19 transmission aboard high-speed trains in China among contacts of more
than 2300 known cases showed an overall rate of 0.3% among all passengers.
Onboard risk can be further reduced with face coverings, as in other settings
where physical distancing cannot be maintained. Steps being taken at airports and
on board can include temperature testing and/or asking about symptoms (fever,
loss of sense of smell, chills, cough, shortness of breath) and others. Additional
steps being studied are pre ight testing for COVID-19 and adjustments to
quarantine requirements. Stay seated if possible, and follow crew instructions.
Wash or sanitize hands frequently and avoid touching your face.

MORE COVID-19 STORIES:
At Telegraph: Covid-19 Is Accelerating A Shift In Global Power – How Will It
Shape The New World Order?
At SCMP: More countries host nal trials of Chinese-made vaccines

At JAMA Network: Symptom Characterization and Outcomes of Sailors in
Isolation After a COVID-19 Outbreak on a US Aircraft Carrier
At Telegraph: 'Long Covid' Could Turn Out To Be a Bigger Problem than Excess
Deaths
At Scienti c American: Scienti c American Endorses Joe Biden
At CNN: The Next Few Months Could Get Ugly. Here's how to stay safe as the
pandemic rages on
At Telegraph: The Race For a Covid-19 Vaccine Is On - But the 'Anti-vax'
Background Noise Is Only Getting Louder
At Health A airs: Mortality Rates From COVID-19 Are Lower In In Unionized
Nursing Homes

Globally More Than 800 Million Children
Still Exposed to Lead

Credit: Sanjay Hadkar/ BCCL, Mumbai

As many as 800 million children have dangerously high lead values in their blood.
The neurotoxin can cause permanent brain damage, warn researchers. The huge
international numbers come from a new report from Pure Earth and UNICEF. Pure
Earth works to solve pollution problems that can be harmful to humans. "A child's
earliest years of life are characterized by rapid growth and brain development.
This makes children particularly vulnerable to harmful substances in the
environment," said study co-author Kam Sripada from the Norwegian University of

Science and Technology (NTNU) in Norway. "This report shines the spotlight on
lead as an important global environmental and health problem that is especially
tied to children's health and development," said Heidi Aase from the Norwegian
Institute of Public Health. The study examines relationships between
environmental toxins in the mother's womb, including lead, and various measures
of brain development. ADHD, autism and cognitive functions are considered in a
large sample of Norwegian children. Environmental toxins found in the mother's
body during pregnancy can a ect the baby's development. The research team will
use the results to study relationships between socioeconomic factors, such as
income, education and living conditions, and levels of lead and other
environmental toxins in pregnant women and their children. Read More at The
Weather Channel

Exxon’s Plan for Surging Carbon
Emissions Revealed In Leaked
Documents

Credit: Justin Chin/Bloomberg

Exxon Mobil Corp. had plans to increase annual carbon-dioxide emissions by as
much as the output of the entire nation of Greece, an analysis of internal
documents reviewed by Bloomberg shows, setting one of the largest corporate
emitters against international e orts to slow the pace of warming. The emissions
estimates predate the Covid-19 pandemic, which has slashed global demand for oil
and thrown the company’s nances into distress, making it unclear if Exxon will
complete its plans for growth. The internal gures re ect only some of the
measures Exxon would take to reduce emissions, the company said. The largest
U.S. oil producer has never made a commitment to lower oil and gas output or set

a date by which it will become carbon neutral. Exxon has also never publicly
disclosed its forecasts for its own emissions. “It’s past time for Exxon Mobil to take
responsibility for the harmful impacts of its oil and gas products,” said Dr. Mulvey
of the Union on Concerned Scientists. “The world at large and its own investors
would bene t from Exxon redirecting its strategy toward the energy we need in a
low-carbon future.” Read More at Bloomberg
See Also at TheEnergyMix: Leaked 2018 Strategy Proposed ‘Broader Than Oil’
Coalition To Undercut Ottawa’s Clean Fuel Standard
and
At the NationalObserver: Saskatchewan banks on abandoned oil and gas
cleanup and the graphic below of the Canadian province of Saskatchewan.

NEW BLOG FEATURE

'The Primary Importance of Public
Health and the Serious Risks Associated
with Disseminating Misinformation' by
Jay Kravitz
As a retired, public health professional and global health educator for >30 years, I
am appalled by COVID-19 conspiracy theories with inexplicable agendas that do
direct harm or are expounded by self-righteousness persons with a lack of
understanding about scienti c knowledge or evidence. These “theories” are based
on misinformed, political motives that do not place the health and safety of people
rst, nor that of progress within societies. Yes, we have compelling, competing
societal interests regarding political, psychological, ethical, economic and
environmental issues with serious competition for government scal allocations.1
However, if people die because of unwise public policy and economies are
shattered because people choose not to heed protective advice, what have we
gained?
Having worked abroad during international complex disasters, I view the
defunding of the U.S. government’s pandemic preparedness o ce two years ago
representative of a number of incomprehensible decisions…Why? Read the rest at
PHW

Humanity Must Stop 'Waging War on
Nature' Before It Destroys Planet Earth,
Warns UN Chief

Credit: Wikimedia Commons

The world has been facing unprecedented challenge in the past nine months due
to the Coronavirus pandemic along with other disastrous environmental issues.
But humans can save the world from future disasters and they must stop "waging
war on nature," said UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres. During the United
Nations' rst-ever summit on the biodiversity crisis that took place on September
30, the UN chief voiced his concerns against the wrongdoings of humans and
called on world leaders to "change the course and transform our relationship with
the natural world.” He said during the UN summit that one consequence of the
imbalance with nature—because of climate change, deforestation and food
production—was the emergence of deadly diseases, such as HIV, Ebola and now
the SARS-CoV-2 caused COVID-19, "against which we have little or no
defense.” During the virtual summit, French President Emmanuel Macron said
2021 should be "the year of action," while Britain's Prince Charles said, "We know
what we need to do... Let's get on with it." However, the US which is currently busy
with its upcoming election failed to attend the UN summit. "Humanity is waging
war on nature. And we need to rebuild our relationship with it.” He reminded them
that 10 years ago, "we secured commitments that should have protected our
planet," but "we have largely failed." According to Guterres, nature is "resilient"
and the only way it can recover from the damage is when "we ease our relentless
assault." Read More at International Business Times

See also: UN chief urges development banks to stop nancing fossil
fuel projects

In uenza Vaccine For 2020-2021

Credit: Vet Candy

There are several seasonal in uenza vaccines available for 2020-2021. Although
most in uenza vaccines are a single dose, children aged 6 months to 8 years who
are being vaccinated for the rst time, whose vaccination history is unknown, or
who have not received at least 2 lifetime doses before July 1, 2020, should receive 2
doses that are administered at least 4 weeks apart. Fluad is an inactivated trivalent
vaccine that is recommended for adults aged 65 years or older and contains 1
in uenza B virus antigen. Fluad quadrivalent and Fluzone high-dose quadrivalent
are speci cally recommended for patients aged 65 years or older. Although any
age-appropriate in uenza vaccine can now be administered (under the
supervision of a health care provider) to individuals who report hives or more
severe egg allergy, the Flucelvax quadrivalent, a cell culture–based inactivated
quadrivalent vaccine recommended for individuals aged 4 years or older, and the
recombinant vaccine Flublok quadrivalent are not prepared using embryonated
eggs and can also be used for those with an egg allergy. The recombinant vaccine
can be administered to individuals aged 18 years or older. FluMist quadrivalent is
an intranasal live-attenuated in uenza vaccine that can be used in healthy,
nonpregnant individuals aged 2 to 49 years. The live-attenuated vaccine should
not be used in persons who are immunocompromised. Read More at JAMA
Network

GOOD NEWS

China’s Top Climate Scientists Plan
Road Map To 2060 Goal

Credit: Visual Capitalist

The most ambitious climate goal the world’s ever seen now has a road map for how
to arrive at it. One of China’s top climate research institutes has laid out a plan of
increasing renewable and nuclear energy and completely phasing out coal power.
It’s the rst blueprint from a group that works closely with the government showing
how the country might become carbon neutral by 2060, a goal laid out by President
Xi Jinping last month in a speech to the United Nations. Carbon emissions will peak
sometime between 2025 and 2030, and total energy demand will start to decline
around 2035, the institute’s director, Zhang Xiliang, said. “We are trying to set the
most cost-e ective model to push every sector to realize the goal,” he said. “While
this proposal might get China to carbon neutrality by 2060, it would be better for
the economy and the environment if emissions would decline more rapidly,” said
Dimitri de Boer, China representative of ClientEarth, a European non-governmental
organization focused on environmental law. “China has an opportunity now to
boost the strategic sectors of the future, such as renewable energy, hydrogen,
electric vehicles, green buildings and smart grids.” Read More at Bloomberg
See Also: European Parliament Adopts 60% Carbon Cut By 2030 As Fossils Fall Short
Of Paris Targets

MORE GOOD NEWS

Local Food In Quebec Public
Institutions: A Great Step Forward

Credit: Alamy
The Quebec government has just launched its new Stratégie nationale d’achat
d’aliments québécois dans les institutions (Strategy for the Purchase of Quebec
Food in Institutions) with the goal that 100% of public institutions will have a local
food procurement plan by 2025. This important step forward, for which Équiterre
has been working for nearly 20 years, positions Quebec as a leader in the eld in
Canada. Basically, it means more local food in our daycares, schools and hospitals,
with 85% of Quebec's public education and health institutions adopting local
supply targets by 2023 and 100% of them by 2025. Équiterre has a key role in the
execution of the new provincial strategy, consolidating the organization’s unifying
role and expertise in the agri-food sector. During the second edition of "Les
institutions mangent local", in collaboration with Aliments du Québec and the
MAPAQ, we unveiled a tool called La recette clé pour un approvisionnement
alimentaire local et écoresponsable dans les institutions du Québec (in French),
which includes a series of 8 practical fact sheets for daycares, schools, higher
education institutions, hospitals and workplaces to help them in their transition to
more local and environmentally-responsible food. The pandemic has shown us
that we are capable of acting quickly to nd solutions to a major crisis. Together,
we have the power to collectively reorient our food and agricultural systems to
mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate change and other crises, in order to
secure food supplies for our population. Read More at Equiterre

OPINION

ExxonMobil Should Not Exist

Credit: Trinity Care Foundation via Flickr

Bloomberg recently reported that multinational oil company ExxonMobil has
recently planned to increase its carbon dioxide emissions 17% by 2025 while
doubling its earnings. According to internal documents obtained by Bloomberg
reporters, the company’s seven-year, $217 billion investment plan would see it
expand its core oil and gas business and keep its investments in low-carbon fuel
and emissions reductions as a sliver of overall spending. That 17% projection only
accounts for the company’s operations, not the emissions generated when
customers burn the fuel it sells, known as “Scope 3” emissions. According to
Bloomberg, these projections were circulated as late as early this year, before
Covid-19 settled over the energy sector. Only government policy—not subtle
market tweaks or a change of CEO hearts—can eliminate its core business model,
making it unpro table via regulations on drilling and exports, withdrawing the
ample state support the sector receives, and even exploring public ownership of
fossil fuel rms as a way to manage a rapid transition equitably. Fear of such
measures has driven those companies’ e orts to brand themselves as good-faith
actors in the climate ght, advertising their token investments in low-carbon fuels
and sponsoring dead-end pushes for a modest carbon tax. It’s Exxon’s prerogative
to hang on for dear life and squeeze every last dollar out of a future even its
industry peers now say looks bleak for fossil fuel production. It’s also the
government’s prerogative to keep that from happening and not sacri ce untold
lives for the sake of corporate pro ts. Read More at New Republic

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

Canada's 2021 Single-use Plastic Ban
Includes These Common Items

Credit: Creative Touch
Imaging

Canadians and travelers to Canada should not expect to see some everyday plastic
items starting next year. The country plans to ban single-use plastics -- checkout
bags, straws, stir sticks, six-pack rings, cutlery and even foodware made from hardto-recycle plastics -- nationwide by the end of 2021. The move is part of a larger
e ort by the nation to achieve zero plastic waste by 2030. "Plastic pollution
threatens our natural environment. It lls our rivers or lakes, and most particularly
our oceans, choking the wildlife that live there," says Canadian Environment
Minister Jonathan Wilkinson. "Canadians see the impact that pollution has from
coast to coast to coast.
We [also] did discuss pollution considerations relating to PPE at the Canadian
Council of Environment Ministers meeting earlier this summer," he said. "We
committed, with the provinces and territories, to working together and with
industry to ensure that we can properly dispose of PPE so that it does not end up
in our natural environment,""We are also investigating solutions to recycle PPE
where it is safe to do so, and add options to make some of the PPE biodegradable,"
he added. Read More CNN

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

The Métis Nation Calls On The
Government Of Canada To Adopt
Legislation Implementing The United
Nations Declaration On The Rights Of
Indigenous Peoples

Credit: Newswire

The Métis Nation strongly supports the implementation of the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Canada and urges Parliament to
pass implementation legislation in 2020. Adopting legislation to implement the UN
Declaration by the end of 2020 was a key pillar of the Liberal government’s 2019
election platform, and we now look to the Liberal Party to table this legislation as
soon as possible, upon Parliament resuming, so the legislation can be passed by
the end of 2020. The Government of Canada has a rmed its commitment to
achieving reconciliation with the Indigenous Peoples of Canada and this is a key
action required to meet this goal. Métis National Council President Clément
Chartier states, “We are encouraged by steps taken in recent years, including the
signing of the Canada-Métis Nation Accord. Establishing a Nation-to-Nation,
government-to-government relationship with Canada is consistent with the intent
of the UN Declaration and demonstrates that its full implementation is within our
reach. We now look to all Parliamentarians to honour our Nation’s inherent right to
self-determination through the implementation of the UN Declaration.” “Canada
will have a brighter future when this is achieved,” President Chartrand went on to
say. “We call upon our federal, provincial, municipal and industry partners, and
indeed all Canadians, to join us in supporting this important historical change. We
are doing this for our children, grandchildren, and future generations.” Read More
at Nation Talk

Credit: National Observer

Quote Of The Week
Trinidad and Tobago Prime Minister Dr. Keith C. Rowley says the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic presents “an existential threat of
unmatched proportions” to human health and safety around the world.
“It has overwhelmed health sectors, disturbed global trade, and food
supply chains, crushed the travel and leisure industry, as well as
disrupt the basic livelihoods of people around the world,” Rowley told
the virtual United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) Debate on October
3.
“Alarmingly, the pandemic has intensi ed the vulnerabilities of small
economies and has rendered us more susceptible to exogenous
shocks. Further, COVID-19 has threatened to reverse the gains, which
our societies have achieved towards attaining our sustainable
development goal (SDG) targets,” he added.

Read More at The New York CaribNews

Upcoming Events
October 19-22, 2020 (Virtual): Canadian Conference for
Global Health: Global Health In A Changing Climate
November 9th-19th: 2020 UN Climate Change Conference
(UNFCCC COP26 - Glasgow, Scotland) - Postponed until

latter 2021
November 14th - 15th: Results Canada’s National
Conference (Virtual)
March 12th-14th: Consortium of Universities for Global
Health Virtual Conference
June 7th-9th 2021: Executive Course: Global Health
Diplomacy (University of Toronto, Canada)

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

Murky Waters: Inside Congo’s
Shark Trade (10 Minute Video)

Credit: Nina Riggio

Artisanal shark shing by migrant shers using “Popo” boats (large motorised
boats) has been an important shery in the coastal port of Pointe-Noire, Republic
of the Congo, since the early 1980s, driven by extensive demand from East and
Southeast Asia for ns. TRAFFIC has released a detailed report and a documentary
about the trade in shark meat and ns in the Republic of Congo. It explores the
threats of over-exploitation and illegal shing and the local livelihoods put at risk
by illegal commercial shing by Chinese trawlers. The story is told from a rare
perspective with access to shark shers and traders. The lmmakers, Chris Clark

and Shaun Swingler, are both from Cape Town. TRAFFIC is a non-government
global conservation and sustainable development organization.

See the 10 Minute Video and Read More at DailyMaverick

FYI #2

Holistic Health And Fitness

Credit: US Department
of the Army

Holistic Health and Fitness, establishes the U.S. Army’s doctrine for the readiness
training of Soldiers. It is a full revision and expansion on physical readiness
training doctrine. It presents individualized training and testing that builds peak
performance. It is the foundation of unit readiness. explains the scienti c basis of
Soldier performance and how the H2F training program is designed. The
basic science and rationale behind the program is also explained. The principal
audience is leaders at all organizational levels, as well as trainers and educators. It
provides interesting reading for all those dedicated to physical tness.

Read More at My Army Publications

FYI #3

What We Do (To Make Our Airline
More Sustainable)

Credit: KLM Airlines

We are an airline and we realize aviation is far from sustainable today, even if we
have been – and are – working hard to improve every aspect of our business. We
are proud to be at the top of the ‘Airlines’ category of the Dow Jones Sustainability
Index and have been in the top 3 for 15 years in a row. But we need to do more.
And we cannot do it alone. We have set ourselves the objective to lead the industry
in delivering the economic and social value of network aviation in a sustainable
way, by making our products and processes even more sustainable. Currently, the
most impactful change on behalf of the environment is using sustainable aviation
fuel, which reduces the CO2 emissions from each ight by up to 85%. In 2009 we
started with the development of sustainable fuel, in 2011 we did the rst
commercial ight on biofuel, and in 2012 we launched the Corporate Biofuel
Programme for corporations. Today we use 57 times more sustainable fuel than we
used in 2011, although it's only 0,18% of our total fuel use. So the production of
sustainable fuel is still far below what is needed. We will soon be realizing the rst
sustainable aviation fuel plant in the Netherlands with SkyNRG. The plant will run
on regional, organic waste streams such as used cooking oil and residue from
other industries in the Benelux region. KLM is also conducting a circular recycling
pilot of the on-board service. That challenge encompasses the collection of service
plastics used on one ight then recycling them for use on another. The rst ‘closedloop’ pilot for KLM took place on ights between Amsterdam and Vancouver during
December 2019. Various partners in the KLM Corporate Biofuel Programme pay a
fee that covers the di erence in costs between kerosene and sustainable fuel.

Read More at KLM

FYI #4

Limejump Wins Trading Contract For
Scotland's First Subsidy-Free Wind
Farm

Credit: Limejump

Shell-owned energy tech company Limejump has secured a contract to trade the
electricity produced by Scotland's rst subsidy-free wind farm, it announced
yesterday. A joint development between Muirhall Energy and WWS Development
LLP, the 46MW onshore wind farm at Crossdykes in Dumfries and Galloway is the
largest wind power project to enter Limejump's generation portfolio, the company
said. The project is currently under development, consisting of 10 turbines which
are expected to provide enough power to supply almost 45,000 homes. In 2018,
Limejump was the company to enter battery storage units into the Balancing
Mechanism via its tech platform, opening up a new revenue stream for battery
operators and distribution connected generators. Kristina Rabecaite, the
company's senior business development manager, said bringing subsidy-free wind
power into the Balancing Mechanism was another "red-letter day for the industry”.

Read More at Business Green

FYI #5: AUTUMN READING
Climate Change and The Health of
Nations: Famines, Fevers and the
Fate Of Populations

Credit: Book Cover
When we think of climate change, we often picture man-made global warming,
caused by greenhouse gas emissions. But natural climate change has occurred
throughout human history, and populations have had to adapt to the climate's
vicissitudes. Anthony McMichael, a renowned epidemiologist and a pioneer in the
eld of how human health relates to climate change, tells this story. In Climate
Change and the Health of Nations, McMichael shows how the natural environment

has vast direct and indirect repercussions for human health and welfare. He takes
us on a tour of human history through the lens of major transformations in
climate. Why devote so much analysis to the past, when the daunting future of
climate change is already here? Because the story of mankind about previous
survival in the face of an unpredictable and unstable climate, and of the terrible
toll that climate change can take, could not be more important as we face the
realities of a warming planet. This sweeping magnum opus is not only a rigorous,
innovative and fascinating exploration of how the climate a ects the human
condition, but also an urgent call to recognize our species' utter reliance on the
earth as it is.

Read More at Amazon

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

University Of Calgary Sees
Plummeting Enrolment For Oil And
Gas Sciences

Credit: Government of Alberta/ ickr

University of Calgary (Alberta, Canada) undergrads are eeing en masse from oil
and gas-friendly majors as job security in the industry plummets. And renewable
energy studies are picking up the slack. With the Canadian oilpatch undergoing a
seismic contraction thanks to collapsing commodity prices and pandemic-driven
drops in demand, undergraduates interested in learning about the energy sector
at Alberta’s second-largest university are turning away from fossils, looking instead
to get a formal education and expertise in some dimension of renewable energy,
reports CBC. “The prospects over the next 40 years just don’t look as strong [to
students] as other areas of energy or other jobs, and so you’re seeing that
enrolment drop,” said Raymond James analyst Jeremy McCrea, who compared
student numbers between the falls of 2015 and 2019.
The drop in undergraduates concentrating in petroleum geology has been
precipitous, declining almost 91% within the four years, “from 138 in the fall of
2015 to 13 in the fall of 2019.” Though not battered quite as hard as petroleum
geology, concentrations in oil and gas engineering declined 77%, from 171 to 39,
over the same time span. While “enrolment gures this low may possibly lead to a
shortage one day,” McCrea said incoming undergrads seem increasingly interested
in energy engineering studies that focus on renewables. Whereas only 46 students
enrolled in the new renewable energy major at the university’s Schulich School of
Engineering when the program was launched in 2015, 134 showed up in the fall of
2019. The other geology-related areas of study drawing promising numbers of
future students are hydrogeology, natural disasters, environmental geophysics and
mining.

Read More at The Energy Mix

ENDSHOTS
PARK TO PARK (SEGUIN) TRAIL, NEAR PARRY
SOUND, ONTARIO AMID THE CORONAVIRUS
PANDEMIC
OCTOBER 12, 2020

THIS BEING A MOST BEAUTIFUL AND CALMING TIME OF THE
YEAR, DESPITE THE PANDEMIC

Source: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

COUNTRIES RANKED BY RATE OF NEW COVID-19 CASES AND
DEATHS PER CAPITA (OCTOBER 8-15, 2020) Source:

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus

WHERE THE CASES AND DEATHS ARE SURGING (OCTOBER 8-15,
2020) Source:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mappingspread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus

Source of data below on October 15, 2020:
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-curves-comparecanada-and-other-key-nations-1.4881500

Source of Canadian data below (October 15, 2020):
https://www.macleans.ca/society/health/coronavirus-in-canadathese-charts-show-how-our- ght-to- atten-the-curve-is-going/

Photo Credits: David Zakus
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